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Introduction to image formation and 
contrast transfer function (CTF)
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Image formation: amplitude and phase contrast
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The amplitude contrast in cryo-EM biological sample is minimal (~10%). The contrast is achieved by 
“transforming” phase shift into amplitude contrast



Increasing the contrast

• The image is formed by the interference between the unscattered beam and the scattered one. The 
modules of the two vectors are not very different.

• We want to shift the phase of the scattered wave by 90o to rise the module of the resultant wave. This is 
for example achieved by using a phase plate.  

images from Orlova and Saibil, 2011



Image formation
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Here is where a diffraction 
pattern of the object is 
formed, electron scattered at 
the same angle converge in 
the same point in the 
diffraction plane. 



Electron-sample interaction, wave paths
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Electron-sample interaction, wave paths
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Waves scattered at a certain 
angle will experience a 
certain phase shift.  



Electron-sample interaction, wave paths

The final image is a combination of the unscattered and the scattered beam. 

For each angle of scattering we have a certain phase shift.

When this phase shifted wave is combined with the unscattered wave a 
certain type of interference occurs. 

When the interference is constructive the contrast will increase when 
destructive will decrease or will be equal to zero. 
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Lens aberrations

Orlova and Saibil, 2011

perfect lens spherical aberration (Cs)

chromatic aberration (Cc) astigmatism



back-focal (diffraction) plane
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more real situation

Image formation, putting together all aberrations



back-focal plane
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Image formation, ray paths, Cs
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Wave interference
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Oscillatory transfer of information



Signal modulation by aberrations
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back-focal plane
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back-focal plane
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At different defoci different zeros and inversions
The oscillation of the CTF depends 
on the defocus 

defocus

Giulia Zanetti



Defocus effects
IMAGE CTF



Information from the power spectrum

Orlova and Saibil, 2011



Information from the power spectrum, drift



Microscope aberrations and ways of 
improving contrast affects the 
resulting image by the contrast 
transfer function (CTF). 
The CTF is the EM image point-
spread function.  

CTF, the microscope brush

correction



CTF, useful at low signal to noise  

Giulia Zanetti



CTF correction

1. Estimation (Ctffind, Gctf, ….)

2. Phase Flipping

3. Full correction with Wiener filtering



CTF correction

CTF affectedObject Phase flipped Fully corrected

Giulia Zanetti
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